We propose a stochastic model reduction strategy for deterministic and stochastic slow-fast systems with finite time-scale separation. The stochastic model reduction relaxes the assumption of infinite time-scale separation of classical homogenization theory by incorporating deviations from this limit as described by an Edgeworth expansion. A surrogate system is constructed the parameters of which are matched to produce the same Edgeworth expansions up to any desired order of the original multi-scale system. We corroborate our analytical findings by numerical examples, showing significant improvements to classical homogenized model reduction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex systems in nature and in the engineered world often exhibit a multi-scale character with slow variables driven by fast dynamics. For example, large proteins [1] and the climate system [2] exhibit both fast, small scale fluctuations and slow, large scale transitions. The high complexity often puts the system out of reach of both analytical and numerical approaches. Typically one is only interested in the dynamics of the slow variables or observables thereof. It is then a formidable challenge to distill reduced slow equations which can make the problem amenable to theoretical analysis, allowing to identify relevant physical effects, or, from a computational perspective, allow for a larger computational time step tailored to the slow time scale. Homogenization theory [3, 4] derives reduced slow dynamics by assuming an infinitely large time-scale separation between slow and fast variables. It has been rigorously proven for multi-scale systems with stochastic [5] [6] [7] and deterministic chaotic fast dynamics [8] [9] [10] and has been applied with great success in the design of numerical algorithms for molecular dynamics [11, 12] and in stochastic climate modelling [13, 14] . Several challenges remain, however, in formulating reliable stochastic slow limit systems. Whereas homogenization is rigorously proven only for the limiting case of infinite time scale separation, this assumption is never met in the real world. Hence, homogenized stochastic systems may fail in reproducing the statistical behaviour of the underlying deterministic multi-scale system for finite time-scale separation when an intricate interplay between the fast degrees and the slow degrees of freedom is at play. Homogenization relies on the fact that the slow dynamics experiences the integrated effect of, in the limit of in-finitely fast dynamics, infinitely many fast events. Therefore homogenization is in effect a manifestation of the central limit theorem (CLT). Finite time scale effects are then akin to finite sums of random variables. In the context of random variables, corrections to the CLT for sums of finite length n can be described by the Edgeworth expansion, which provides an expansion of the distributions of sums, asymptotic in 1/ √ n [15] . Edgeworth expansions have been developed for independent and for weakly dependent identically distributed random variables [16] , continuous-time diffusions [17] and ergodic Markov chains [18] . We extend their applicability here to multi-scale systems, including the deterministic case. The Edgeworth expansion is universal in the sense that it is agnostic about the microscopic details of the fast process. Only integrals over higher-order correlation functions appear in the analytical expressions we obtain. We will use this aspect of Edgeworth expansions to derive a reduced model by constructing a low-dimensional surrogate model with the same Edgeworth corrections as the original multi-scale model. We show that this surrogate system is far superior to homogenization in reproducing the statistical behaviour of the slow dynamics. The paper is organised as follows. In Section II we introduce the multi-scale systems under consideration and their diffusive limits in the case of infinite time scale separation as provided by homogenization theory. In Section III we establish corrections to the homogenized limit using Edgeworth expansions. These are then used in Section IV to construct a reduced surrogate stochastic model which captures finite time-scale separation effects. We conclude in Section V with a discussion and an outlook.
II. MULTI-SCALE SYSTEMS
We consider multi-scale systems of the form
with slow variables x ∈ R d and fast variables y ∈ R N . We assume that the fast dynamics dy = g 0 dt + βdW t admits a unique invariant physical measure ν and the full system admits a unique invariant physical measure µ (ε) (dx, dy) [19] . The system may be stochastic with a non-zero diffusion matrix β ∈ R d×l and l-dimensional Brownian motion dW t , or may be deterministic with β ≡ 0. In the latter case we assume that the fast dynamics is sufficiently chaotic [20] . Homogenization theory deals with the limit of infinite time-scale separation ε → 0. In this limit it is well known that when the leading slow vector field averages to zero, i.e. f 0 (x, y) = 0, where A(y) := ν(dy)A(y), the slow dynamics is approximated by an Itô stochastic differential equation [5-8, 21, 22] of the form
The drift coefficient is given by
where ϕ t denotes the flow map of the fast dynamics, and the diffusion coefficient is given by the Green-Kubo formula
where the outer product between two vectors is defined as (a ⊗ b) ij = a i b j [23] . For details the reader is referred to [22] .
III. EDGEWORTH APPROXIMATION FOR DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
There are three distinct time scales in the system (1)-(2): a fast time scale of O(ε 2 ), an intermediate timescale of O(ε) on which the fast dynamics has equilibrated but the slow dynamics has not yet evolved, and a long diffusive time scale of O(1) on which the slow variables exhibit non-trivial dynamics. It is on the intermediate time scale that we can expect corrections to the CLT: the time scale is sufficiently long for the fast dynamics to generate near-Gaussian noise but not long enough for the slow dynamics to dominate. This is reflected in the homogenized SDE (3): the slow variable is near-Gaussian with dX ∼ σ(X) dW t exactly on the time scale √ dt ∼ ε. We therefore focus our attention on the limit ε → 0 with t/ε = θ constant, and study the transition probabilities between initial conditions x 0 into the interval χ = (x, x + dx)
.
Here µ
x0 denotes the conditional measure of µ (ε) conditioned on x = x 0 . In the limit of homogenization theory ε → 0, the transition probability π ε converges to a normal distribution n 0,σ 2 (x) with the covariance given by the Green-Kubo formula (5). For finite ε, the transition probability will not be Gaussian but will have correction terms of O( √ ε), the so called Edgeworth corrections. The corrections to the limiting Gaussian distribution ofx(t) := (x(t) − x 0 )/ √ t are most readily calculated through the characteristic function
n /n! with the cumulants ofx
and m
To this end, the expectation values E x0,µ ε are expressed as
with the transfer operator e Lεt (also known as FrobeniusPerron operator) associated with the multi-scale system (1)- (2) . This transfer operator can be expanded by successive application of the Duhamel-Dyson formula [24, 25] , resulting in explicit expressions for the c = 0 and c and c
depend nontrivially on the correlations of y (see [26] ). Furthermore, by taking the inverse Fourier transform of χ ε , we can expand the probability density π ε = π
1 +4F (x0)c
Here H n (x) = (x − d dx ) n 1 are Hermite polynomials of degree n. It is readily seen from (6) that for ε → 0, the homogenization limit lim ε→0 π ε = n 0,σ 2 is recovered. For a rigorous derivation of the Edgeworth expansion and explicit formulae for the c (p) j the reader is referred to [26] . For completeness we have summarized the formulae in the Supplementary Material.
We now demonstrate the validity of the Edgeworth expansion for the multi-scale system of the form (1)- (2) . In particular, we consideṙ
with y N +i = y i for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The system consists of a single degree of freedom x in a symmetric double well potential
2 ) driven by a fast Lorenz '96 system (L96). The L96 system was introduced to model the atmosphere in the midlatitudes [27] . The system (7)- (8) can be viewed as a simple toy model of the ocean exhibiting two regimes which is driven by a fast chaotic atmosphere. We take the classical parameters of Lorenz' with N = 40, R = 8 and choose f 0 (y) =
where C 0 is chosen such that f 0 = 0. Randomness is introduced solely through a random choice of the initial condition y 0 , distributed according to the physical invariant measure of the fast L96 system. To demonstrate the validity of the Edgeworth expansion we show in Figure 1 the transition probabilities for the full multi-scale system (7)- (8) as well as those of the reduced homogenized system (3) and of the Edgeworth expansion (6) . Whereas homogenization fails to approximate the transition probability (with a relative error in the skewness of 0.87), our Edgeworth approximation describes the statistics of the true system remarkably well. See the Supplementary Material for more details on the numerical calculation of the Edgeworth coefficients.
multi-scale homogenized Edgeworth
FIG. 1. Transition probability πε(x, t = 0.5, x0 = − √ 2) of the system (7)-(8) (labelled "multiscale") with a = 0.2, b = 0.1, ε = 0.5 and σm = 0.03642 (implying σ = 0.25), the Edgeworth expansion (6) (labelled "Edgeworth") and the pdf of X(t) in (3) (labelled "homogenized").
IV. THE SURROGATE SYSTEM
The Edgeworth expansion is universal in the sense that only a limited number of statistical properties of the fast system appear in the expansion. Therefore, the microscopic details of the fast y-dynamics are of no importance to the slow x-dynamics. In fact, from the macroscopic point of view the y-dynamics can be substituted with a simpler surrogate system, as long as the statistical properties encoded in the Edgeworth expansion are preserved. This suggests a new way of performing stochastic model reduction for the slow dynamics: construct a class of simple surrogate systems (X(t), η(t)) with X ∈ R d and η ∈ R k with k < N , dependent on a set of parameters p surr , the Edgeworth expansion of which can be analytically performed. Then judiciously choose the free parameters of the surrogate system p surr such that its Edgeworth corrections match the observed Edgeworth corrections of the original multi-scale model we set out to model. Specifically, the transition probability of X,
is approximated by the second order Edgeworth expansion π surr = π 
of the L 2 -norm subject to the exact matching of the leading order diffusivity (5) and drift (4). These constraints assure that the surrogate system and the full deterministic system have the same homogenized limiting equation. We consider here the following family of surrogate models for the multi-scale system (1)-(2)
The fast process η(t) is a k-dimensional OrnsteinUhlenbeck process with Γ (s) ij = γ i δ ij and σ (s) ij = ζ i δ ij . The noise is here, different to the homogenized diffusive limits, coloured and enters the slow dynamics in an integrated way, allowing for non-trivial memory. The vector fields f 1 of the surrogate system are chosen to be polynomial
for l = 0, 1. The degree of the polynomials α l and β l , l = 0, 1, 2, and the dimensionality of the surrogate process k are chosen as the smallest degree and dimension which still allows the surrogate system to capture the statistical features of the vector field f 0 (x, y) of the original multiscale system (1)- (2), such as the support of its empirical measure. For the application considered here, we find that k = 1, α 1,2 = β 1,2 = 0, α 0 = 3, β 0 = 1 are sufficient. Analytical expressions for the Edgeworth coefficients for this system are reported in the Supplementary Material. The parameter a ≡ 0. Figure 2 shows the invariant measure and the third moment of the slow dynamics of the multiscale Lorenz system (7) with a moderate time scale separation ε = 1, as well as of the homogenized equation (3) and of the surrogate process (10)- (11) . It is clearly seen that the stochastic model reduction based on the Edgeworth expansion captures the nontrivial non-Gaussian behaviour of the full slow dynamics very well, whereas the homogenized equation converges to a Gaussian with a zero third moment. In the Supplementary Material we provide numerical results for the first four moments, highlighting the accuracy of the surrogate model in capturing the statistical behaviour of the slow dynamics for moderate time scale separation. 
V. DISCUSSION
We developed a new framework in which to perform stochastic model reduction of multi-scale systems with moderate time scale separation. We showed how Edgeworth expansions can be used to construct reduced models for the slow dynamics of a chaotic deterministic multiscale model. We considered a family of surrogate models where the free parameters were chosen to match the Edgeworth expansion of the original multi-scale model under consideration. The degree of the surrogate model was chosen by assuring to have the lowest possible order of the polynomials while still allowing for the surrogate system to capture the overall statistical features of the full multi-scale system. Matching the Edgeworth expansion then singles out the optimal member in the prescribed class. We remark that the Edgeworth expansion is based on the transition probability on the intermediate time scale. In some applications, such as weather forecasting, one is interested in the transitional dynamics and their statistical modelling rather than in the long term statistical behaviour. In this situation Edgeworth expansions allow for a faithful description of the effects of finite time scale separation. The aim of the reduced model in other applications, however, may be to describe the statistical behaviour on the longer diffusive time scale, for example in climate science. We observe that in the system considered here, matching the short time transition probabilities translates into a more reliable description of the long time statistics as well. Although this property may not hold in general, we expect it to hold in sufficiently smooth systems. Our framework is not limited to deterministic continuous time systems. It can be extended to stochastic multiscale systems and to discrete time maps which would allow the study of numerical integrators and their statistical limiting behaviour of resolved modes. More importantly, Edgeworth approximations can be determined from observational data; this allows for the application to systems with high complexity prohibiting an analytical estimation of the Edgeworth corrections. This opens up the door to perform mathematically sound stochastic model reductions for real-world problems. Furthermore, Edgeworth approximations are not limited to multi-scale systems. As an extension of the CLT, they can be used to study finite size effects to the thermodynamic limit of weakly coupled systems such as Kac-Zwanzig heat baths for distinguished particles [28] [29] [30] .
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EXPLICIT EXPRESSION OF THE EDGEWORTH COEFFICIENTS
In order to employ the Edgeworth expansion or to construct the surrogate model, we first need to determine the Edgeworth coefficients σ, c
and c (4) 1 appearing in Equation (6) of the main text.
For the case of the multi-scale Lorenz '96 system in Eqs. (7)- (8) of the main text, these are given by [1] : 
with the two-point autocorrelation function
where we recall that φ t denotes the flow map of the fast dynamics.
NUMERICAL ESTIMATION OF THE EDGEWORTH COEFFICIENTS
The terms µ 20 , µ 21 , µ 30 and µ 40 can be calculated directly by estimating the correlation functions C 2,3,4 . This, however, is computationally very expensive to get accurate converged results. Here we estimate the terms as follows. As shown in [1] , the Edgeworth coefficients appear as the coefficients of an expansion in t and ε of the cumulants of transition probabilities of the multi-scale system. For V = 0, the terms µ 20 , µ 21 , µ 30 and µ 40 are the leading order terms appearing in the Edgeworth expansion of the second, third and fourth cumulant.
More specifically, for the systemẋ
with initial conditions x(t = 0) = x 0 and y(t = 0) = y 0 , we can integrate the slow dynamics to obtain
with z(t) := ∫ t 0 f 0 (y(τ )) dτ . As shown in [1] , the second, third and fourth cumulants of ζ ε can be expanded in orders of √ ε as Figure 1 shows the scaled cumulants of z(t) together with their respective least squared fit of functions ℓ(t) = a + b/t. 
FURTHER NUMERICAL RESULTS
In addition to the results for the invariant measure and third moment of the surrogate system presented in Fig. 2 in the main text, we present in Figure 2 here the second and fourth cumulants. We show results for the full multi-scale system (Eqn (7) in main text), the 
